FROST DATES ON
BACK !!!

INSTRUCTIONS

See DEMO on our
Web Site !!!

TIME PHASE YOUR GARDENING EFFORTS!!! This Garden Planner is a handy, easy-to-use,
planning tool for the home and hobby gardener. The chart shows proper indoor and outdoor planting times
relative to average spring and fall killing frost dates for (22) common garden vegetables, and provides basic
planting data. The frost date adjusts, making Clyde’s planner useful in most parts of the country, where
frost is a critical gardening factor. The “Time Phased” format allows the gardener to visualize the sequence
of events for planting and harvest activities. Seeding info provided on the slide makes the chart a great
shopping aid, and useful planting guide at the garden site.
A. FIND THE AVERAGE FROST DATES FOR YOUR AREA: The table on the back of this page
provides frost dates in many cities throughout the continental United States and Canada, and can be used to
estimate your local frost dates.
Months & weeks above cutout,
each column = 1 week.
Red frost line

Planting Dates & planting
data on slide

spring

Slide

B. USING THE SLIDE:
Legend

1. Spring Planting: Hold chart as shown in sketch above. Upper left corner should say SPRING.
2. Position the red frost line to align with the week of your local average last spring killing frost date, (from back of
this page). Weeks are printed just above chart window, each column equals (1) week.
3. The first outdoor planting week for each vegetable is designated (FP) on the slide. Read date above cutout. This is
the earliest opportunity to plant each type of vegetable outside with minimum risk of frost damage. Plant each
vegetable in, or after, the designated week. Indoor seeding dates, (si = seeds indoors), are also marked on the slide.
4. Projected harvest dates are designated by the green check marks for each vegetable.
5. Seeding Info: Pull the slide full right to read planting data for each vegetable in red lettering:
-

Seed or plants required for a 10 foot row, (in ounces). Wide rows encouraged.
Planting depth, (in inches).
Distance between rows, (in inches).
Distance between plants after thinning, (in inches).
(H = Plant seeds in 2 foot diameter hills, 6 inches high.)
(RR = Plant seeds in raised rows 12 inches wide and 6 inches high.)

Notes: Raised hills and raised
rows increase seed germination
rates. This is because the soil
warms and drains better.
North/South rows get best
sunlight due to the arc of the sun.

6. Read legend at the lower left of chart for further assistance.
7. Notice that those items which are commonly planted outdoors from green house starts are marked with an (*)
asterisk. All other dates are for planting seeds or onion sets.
8. Fall Planting: Flip chart over to show FALL in upper left corner. Position red frost line to the week of your local
average first fall killing frost from back of this page.
9. The last outdoor planting week, (LP), for each vegetable is found above the cutout to plan your fall garden. This is
the last opportunity to plant with a reasonable likelihood of a good crop before fall frost arrives. Plant in, or prior
to, the designated week, each column equals (1) week. Again, indoor seeding dates, (si), are provided for the
gardener who wants to start seedlings indoors.
10. As on the spring side, green check marks designate the expected harvest weeks, and planting data are provided
on the left portion of the slide in red lettering.
Note: Protect from Heat = (Plants need ample water, and possibly shade during the heat of August).
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